Climate Action Neighbourhoods of Tomorrow

Neighbourhoods
of Tomorrow
Designing for climate resilience
in dense urban areas

How will our ‘neighbourhoods of tomorrow’ manage increased heat, drought, downpours and flooding?
How can we plan for denser yet more resilient future neighbourhoods?

A new study by Sweco, where global and industry-leading
research and experience is combined, shows that sustainable
and smart development supported by targeted climate
actions could solve a seemingly insoluble equation with an
increase in the number of inhabitants by 100%, an increase
in the number of workplaces by 100% and an increase of
green space by 100%. All in a climate-resilient, liveable way.
The latest Urban Insight report explores the urban neighbourhood of the future. What challenges might a neighbourhood face in 2050? How might such a neighbourhood face
an increasingly extreme climate?

According to the study, the need for private space per
neighbour and overall space per employee can be reduced
by 20% thanks to improved access to shared spaces, more
flexible fitouts, better technology, teleworking and shared
mobility.
During times of stress public spaces, such as city parks, are
appreciated more than ever before. These public environments can be expanded through a redesign that
minimises room for space-inefficient private cars.

Climate Action Carbon Cost in Infrastructure
Climate Action Neighbourhoods of Tomorrow

Today, half of the world’s population lives in cities, and by
2050, two thirds of the world’s population are predicted
to do so. The rapid urbanisation is presenting us with new
challenges – but also, opportunities.
By focusing on three of the UNs Global Sustainable
Development Goals, Good health and well-being (3),
Sustainable cities and communities (11) and Climate
Action (13), the report seeks to provide solutions and a
pathway towards not only liveable cities of the future but
better and healthier cities and neighbourhoods.
The report starts by looking at the megatrends shaping
our cities and societies today. These include global
urbanisation, the climate emergency and the exponential
growth of technology. Experts then consider how to address
the major challenges of urban densification, climate
resilience and liveability.
‘Neighbourhoods of Tomorrow’ looks to climate actions that
might be taken in order to create a story of success as we
look back from 2050 to today. Actions such as stormwater
management, green roofs and walls, and better community
space in buildings are all considered. By taking an example
neighbourhood through chronological steps up to 2050 we
see how, through holistic planning and targeted actions,
we can ensure climate resilience is built into a liveable
urban environment.

The neighbourhood in 2050 resilient to heavy rainfall events and
flooding, by Sweco architects

Fundamentally, Neighbourhoods of Tomorrow is a look
into what a truly liveable city of the future might look like.
It suggests how we could measure liveability and how we
could achieve it through advanced technologies, data
and smart planning.

5 MEGATRENDS
shaping cities around the world
1. Global urbanisation

2016 – 54% living in towns and cities.
2050 – 66% living in towns and cities.

2. Climate emergency

... with hazards to cities including rainfall,
flooding, drought and heat.

3. Growth then peak of
world population

… with populations in 55 countries, particularly in Europe, declining
by 2050. Concurrently populations are ageing. Investments in the
growth years will affect quality of life for many decades beyond.

4. Exponential technologies

…creating undreamt-of opportunities. Face-to-face interactions
are more discretionary, making the quality of physical experiences
more important.

5. New economies

Sharing, cyclical, experience and innovation economies are shaped
by dynamic urban environments and opportunities.

Read more about how to improve climate resilience and liveability while supporting diverse, enriching human experiences.
The report ”Neighbourhoods of Tomorrow: Designing for climate resilience in dense urban areas” is part of a series of insight
reports from Sweco on the topic of climate action in which experts highlight specific data and facts needed to design safe and
resilient urban environments.

